VMware

Our Vision
To cultivate a campus culture at UCLA where career education and development of student career readiness competencies transform the student experience and are embraced and prioritized at all levels throughout the University.

VMware is providing these great opportunities for female CS or Computer Engineering majors!

VMware CodeHouse:
An invitation only, multi-day, all-expense paid coding experience for female students hosted at an executive home in the heart of Silicon Valley. Attendees will join a team of likeminded female students ready to make an impact and tackle a technical challenge that will give back to the community, as well as experience VMware’s 100-acre campus, network with industry leaders and exchange ideas with top technical minds. Learn more and apply at VMware CodeHouse.

VMware Achieve Scholarship:
A scholarship created to inspire and support the broader community of women in technology. The scholarship provides a one-time $10,000.00 USD award for tuition and fees to a female student pursuing a degree in Computer Science or Computer Engineering. Review eligibility criteria and learn more at VMware Achieve.
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